**First Suspension**: You are suspended from A-State for one regular semester or full summer. This means you cannot register for graduate level classes or live on campus. To maintain legal immigration status, this means you must leave the country and return home during this time or transfer to another school during this time. You will have to re-apply to the university and the program after this suspension to start classes back.

**Second Suspension**: You are suspended from A-State for one calendar year. This means you cannot register for graduate level classes or live on campus. To maintain legal immigration status, this means you must leave the country and return home during this time or transfer to another school during this time. If you were suspended the second time from the same program you were suspended from the first time, you will not be eligible to re-apply for the program you got suspended from twice. You will be eligible to apply to the university for another program at the end of your suspension to start classes back. If you were suspended for the second time from a program that is different than the one you got suspended from the first time, you will not be eligible for readmission to the University.

For more information visit: http://www.astate.edu/a/Registrar/students/bulletins/

---

**Academic suspension**: If you were on probation during a previous term and you didn't raise your cumulative GPA or if you made a F at any point, you will be placed on academic suspension.

**Academic Probation**: When you earn below a 3.0 cumulative GPA. You will still be allowed to register for full term hours, but will not be able to hold an assistantship or be eligible for graduation.

**Exceptions**: Certain programs have other policies to follow than the above to make satisfactory progress in their program. Please review the Graduate Bulletin for that information.